Résumé. 2014 
Abstract. 2014 We study white and weighted averages of observables over all solutions of Thouless Anderson and Palmer equations. For the white average we give analytic results near the transition temperature and near T = 0, in good qualitative agreement with expected results for the Edwards Anderson order parameter. A too high value for the ground state energy is attributed to the non discriminating character of the white average. Local stability in all directions is verified for the relevant saddle point (diagonal in replica space). We also study a microcanonical average at T = 0. In that case, the diagonal saddle point is unstable and equations for the off-diagonal one are not soluble by purely analytical means.
Tome 41 N° 9 SEPTEMBRE 1980 J. Physique 41 (1980) This immediately raises one technical question namely that the Jacobian 3 defined in equation (5) should be replaced by J in equation (4) , this replacement being irrelevant when the solution to T.A.P. equations is unique. Again we have checked that 3 keeps the same sign near T, and at T = 0 (see also comment in conclusion).
Moreover, the existence of many solutions raises conceptual questions : 1) Since equation (4) This necessity seems to push us again towards the technique we wanted to avoid, namely replicas. 4 . Introducing « innocent » replicas. -To be able to take a quenched average of (24) over the bond probability law (2), we use replicas and write :
The replica index a runs from one to n, and ao is fixed.
Note where it is understood that the n = 0 limit is taken.
Note that q«0'0 &#x3E; QIPO.
The self consistent saddle point equations that generalize (17)- (22) 2) A solution with off-diagonal components :
We first specialize in the study of the diagonal solution for the white average case (eqs. (17h(22) ). We have used the fact that :
is negligible as T -0 (an approximation that is not valid for the S.K. solution). Careful examination of the T = 0 limit of equation (20) shows that it is consistent to take the Jacobian as unity (and neglect what would result from the local field term of (39) in this limit). 1) White average : We now have, instead of (7) We introduce replicas as in (24), and instead of (8-11), (26), (27) we use the order parameters J where the T -1, T -2 weights arise from J ric = .
The only surviving diagonal order parameter is y"'. The saddle point exponent A of equation (16) 
